
The week this giant issue went
to the printer, manufacturers
and retailers gathered in

Wisconsin for the 4th Annual
Mathews Retailer Business Show.
Mike Raykovicz was scheduled to
cover that December 5 to 7 event for
ArrowTrade, so we're anticipating his
usual thorough show floor coverage
will appear in the March edition.
Raykovicz will also be asking a sam-
pling of pro shop owners why that
unique trade show and Mathews
licensed products are important to
them.

What I'm able to provide, thanks
to an early November whitetail hunt
in Ohio, is a look at the Mathews
licensing program behind that show.
Keith Jennings is the director of licens-
ing for the Sparta, Wisconsin bow
builder. He visited the hunting lodge
at Jeff Neal's Fox Hollow Farms to
meet with the three licensees that
were helping to sponsor that hunt. I
also had a chance to interview key
people at Grim Reaper, Atsko and
Heartland Wildlife Institute to see why
they had made the decision to team
up with Mathews.

Jennings reminded me that the
Mathews licensing program is divided
into two general categories. Camo
licensees sign up for the right to use
the popular Lost Camo pattern.
Restricted licensees obtain the right to
use the Mathews logo as well. They're
"restricted" in the sense that clothing
and accessories branded with that
logo can only be sold through
Authorized Mathews Retailers. Once
that meant those retailers could only
order products direct from participat-
ing manufacturers. Today four of the
archery distributors are part of the
licensing program: Pape's Archery,
Kinsey's Archery, Norman Archery
and CR Archery Products (a sister firm
to Lancaster Archery Supply) are all

set up to be able to track the
Mathews-branded accessories and
make sure they are sold only to the
qualifying full service pro shops. 

In an interesting twist, Jennings
said some camo licensees are volun-
tarily restricting the Lost Camo ver-
sions of their product to those same
Authorized Mathews Retailers, feeling
it makes the product more valuable
that way. While the great majority of
restricted licensees are signing a
cross-marketing agreement, some are
also licensing technology developed
by Mathews. Jennings offered the

example of Axion sights. Sights made
by Axion for Authorized Mathews
Retailers may carry not only the Lost
Camo pattern, but the Solocam com-
pany's Spider Claw mount, Gridlock
extension bar and Harmonic Damper
silencers. "The Harmonic Damper is
huge," Jennings told me at the hunt-
ing camp outside Pageville, Ohio. "It's
an incredible product for improving
quietness and reducing vibration. The
Mathews retailer gets it, the consumer
gets it. They know what it does for
bows and accessories that use it are
very popular."

Pro-Shop Only Program
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Keith Jennings (right) goes over features of the new Gamehide Gridlock jacket with Joe
Byers, an outdoor writer. Mathews has multiple licensees in the important clothing cate-
gory, but Jennings tries to keep them from overlapping. For instance GameHide is known
for its expertise in weather resistant fleece outerwear. Robinson Outdoors produces a
Mathews Edition series of ScentBlocker Clothing. If you want to stock 3D leafy wear gar-
ments licensed by Mathews, Eclipse is your supplier. True Timber will be making quality
T-shirts and some outerwear at a plant in South Carolina, and offering margins import-
ed cotton clothing will have trouble matching, Jennings said. Power Pleat offers a unique
take on the Lost Camo pattern by pleating the surface to enhance the camo effect. First
Lite has signed an agreement to produce comfortable Merino Wool base layers in part-
nership with Mathews, Jennings said, and CamOver makes it easy to store a Lost Camo
outfit in a compact package by offering a SacSuit version.
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By December of 2008 there were
just 32 exhibitors ready for the first
Mathews Retailer Business Show, and
Jennings said six of those firms were
under the Mathews umbrella. Some
might have considered it a leap of
faith to go ahead with the event, but
the 332 retailers who crowded the
hallways and meeting rooms were
more than enough to prove the theory
that independent retailers would
strongly support products that were
exclusive to them. Since then the
number of licensees has steadily
grown and for the past three years, the
event has been held at the large Chula
Vista Resort in Wisconsin Dells. "This
year we should have between 155 and
160 exhibitors," Jennings said. "Right
now we have 470 retailers registered.
Last year we had 406 registered, and
352 showed up. The weather was hor-
rible for driving in Eastern
Pennsylvania, Ohio and New York.
With any trade show, a 10 percent 'no
show' is the national average.'"

Retailers pay their own
transportation and lodging
expenses, but also receive a limit-
ed edition Mathews bow as a free
premium. Designer Matt
McPherson will be signing the
limited edition version of the

new 3.5 pound Heli-m bow for retail-
ers. "If 400 dealers show up, then only
400 of these bows are built," Jennings
explained. Its up to the retailer if they
want to add the autographed bow to a
collection, sell it to a valued customer
or use it as a premium prize for an
indoor league or big buck contest.

Anytime you can get 400 of the
nation's top independent archery
retailers at one buying show, it com-
mands the attention of archery manu-
facturers. You have to be a Mathews
licensee to exhibit, and in addition to
that incentive Jennings said individ-
ual retailers often ask their favorite
vendors to become Mathews
licensees and to introduce products
that won't be available to most box
stores, catalogs or mass merchants. 

"Our retailers are our best sales-
men," Jennings said. "The pro shops
have come under tremendous pres-
sure in the past 10 years with the box
stores and the expansion of online
sales. While Mathews as a company

was doing a great job of
keeping their bow sales up
there, they were losing
boot sales and optic sales
and clothing sales, which
made it harder for dealers
to stay in business."  

It seemed like every
other bow company
responded to the box store
growth by bringing out a
mid-priced bow brand for
the box stores. Character-
istic of Matt McPherson,
he took the opposite tack
and created a mid-priced

Mission bow line specifically for the
Mathews retailers. Mission has been
on a tear, Jennings said, and is likely
among the nation's five top bow
brands. Priced from $199 to $499,
bows like the entry level Menace,
widely adjustable Craze and this
year's Riot are pulling budget-con-
scious buyers out of the box stores
and into pro shops where more help is
typically available to fit the equip-
ment to them.

In addition, what the Mathews
restricted licensing program has been
able to do over the past four years is
create hundreds of pro shop exclusive
products that are in demand for their
own qualities and which have an
added appeal because of their tie-in to
one of the nation's premier bow
brands.

"The consumer knows that if it is
associated with Mathews, it's a good
product," Jennings continued. "Many
of the products have exclusive fea-
tures designed for Mathews retailers
that you can't buy anywhere else."
Those features may come because of
suggestions made by Jennings or from
the committee at Mathews that shares
the responsibility for approving
licensed products. "We have repre-
sentatives from sales, from marketing,

Continues to Win Partners

By Tim Dehn
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Grim Reaper mechanical broadheads licensed by
Mathews use a larger version of the sharpened tip
originally developed for the Hades fixed blade
head. They have a stronger blade retention spring
and a gold anodized ferrule.
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and we have Joel Maxfield, our resi-
dent hunter. We try to take all of those
ideas and help the manufacturer
come up with a product that our
retailers can be competitive with, one
that has a good profit margin in it. Our
whole objective from the start was to
give our retailers the best of the kind
in every category."

Grim Reaper
"Grim Reaper broadheads are a

great example," Jennings said when
he addressed the mixed group of
media and manufacturers from his
perch in front of the big stone fire-
place. Designer Jay Liechty took the
styling of the sharpened tip from the
Hades fixed blade head and used it to
upgrade the Grim Reaper mechanical.
He switched the ferrule from an alu-
minum finish to an anodized gold, to
give it a closer tie-in to the gold
Mathews logo. "Then Bruce Ryan did
an unbelievable packaging job on it to
make it an exclusive product for
Mathews retailers. This made a con-
nection with the consumer, who looks
for that Mathews logo. It's been a
home run for Grim Reaper, for us and
for the dealer," Jennings said. 

The opportunity to develop a
modified mechanical to sell under the
Mathews logo gave Liechty the oppor-
tunity to develop a different tip.
Obviously a simple pyramid point will
have edges that come together at a 60

degree angle, far from the 25 to 30
degree angle of the cutting edge on
the blades themselves.  A hollow
ground trocar tip is an improvement,
because the angles are closer to 50
degrees. "This V-notched pyramid tip
has an angle of about 35 degrees, so
it's a much sharper cutting edge than
just about any broadhead on the mar-
ket," Liechty told me.

I'd seen Liechty attract attention
during trade shows to the Hades
broadhead, also sold now in a
Mathews version, by dropping the
head on a short arrow shaft into a
block of hardwood. The point is so
sharp the broadhead sticks like a dart.
That's one reason the Hades per-
formed so well during the scientific
broadhead test Jon Teater conducted
for our November issue. 

Both Mathews Edition Grim
Reaper Mechanicals, the 1-1/2 and 2
inch cut, also have the stiffer blade
actuating spring that was originally
developed for crossbow use. "That
keeps the blades closed at the higher
speeds generated by high energy
bows," Liechty said. "As we do with
our regular Grim Reaper line, we sup-
ply a practice head in the package."
The non-opening practice head is
easier on foam targets than a func-
tional broadhead and it encourages
customers to practice with their hunt-
ing set-up.

Liechty said the tie-in with
Mathews has been good for his brand,
and with other marketing the compa-
ny has been doing under the guidance
of the Ryan Outdoors agency, sales are
growing so strong he's going to have
to move to a larger location and buy
more production equipment for the
2012 sales year.

Atsko
Jennings told me some brands

were already so strong in their cate-
gories that repackaging is all that is
needed to bring them under Mathews
umbrella. That's the case with Atkso,
which got its start way back in 1933.
Under the guidance of Vice President
of Technology Mike Jordan, the South
Carolina manufacturer developed
new Mathews-themed packaging for
every product directed to hunters.
"We did Sport Wash, UV Killer, N-O-
Dor Powder and N-0-Dor Spray. We
made a new formulation for the bow-
string wax. It has a UV inhibiting com-
pound and it is softer than most
waxes so it gets into the fibers. You can
get both Permanent Waterguard and
Waterguard Extreme, which are excel-
lent for extending the life of blinds
and for keeping pant legs from soak-
ing up water. We did all the hunting
related products in Mathews packag-
ing, so they are both Mathews
licensed and Lost Camo licensed." In
fact, Jordan put those 12 products in a
special catalog detailing all 12
licensed products. The cover bears the
two company logos and this message:
Teaming up To Provide the Best
Products for Your Customers.

Asked about why he pursued a
Mathews partnership for his 2012
product line, Jordan said. "It's a natur-

Two examples of the new Matthews
licensed series of products from Atsko. The
string wax is a softer formula than Atsko
offered previously, so it comes in a screw-
top container rather than the more famil-
iar stick. Unlike other string waxes, it
won’t give off a blue glow to deer vision.
Atsko’s Jim Jordan said he has been
impressed that none of the Lost Camo gar-
ments he’s checked under UV light have
needed the UV-Killer spray. As a result,
he’s providing garment hang tags that
educate hunters about keeping UV out by
washing them in clean rinsing, non-bright-
ening  soaps like Sport Wash.
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al fit if you understand the Mathews
dealer and the Mathews frame of
mind. They're trying to get all the real-
ly good lines under their banner so
the independent dealer will not only
have Mathews bows but all the other
good products. There are almost 1,200
Mathews dealers," he said, and
exhibiting at the Mathews show
should be a great way to introduce
them to Atsko products they may not
have been carrying. ATSKO is paying

the cost of the licensing fees without
passing that cost on to Mathews
retailers, he said, so if you are a
Mathews retailer there is no reason
not to order these products in the new
packaging. At the same time every
product is still available in the original
packaging at the same price, Jordan
said, so the company is in no way
slighting the non-Mathews stores or
its many distributors.

Heartland Wildlife Institute
Jennings said some Lost Camo

licensees compete within categories,
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Heartland Wildlife Institute sells
its Buck Buster Extreme food plot
seed mix to all retailers, or
Mathews authorized retailers can
get the identical annual blend
packaged as a Bowhunters Blend
and carrying the Mathews logo and
Lost Camo. Either way you’re getting a high quality mix with no coating or fillers. At
right, Jeff Neal checks one of the Turtle blinds he’s erected near prime food plots on the
southern Ohio property he uses as a test farm for Heartland seeds and attractants.

Mike Matley handles the public relations
for Pradco, whose familiar hunting brands
include Summit (treestands), Knight &
Hale (game calls), Moultrie (game cam-
eras ) and Code Blue (scents and scent
eliminators). Code Blue is best known for
its “one deer, one bottle” approach to
urine-based scents, but for 2012 it has a
new freeze proof EliminX Xtreme odor
killing spray ideal for northern hunters
and easy to apply since the spray works in
any position. This Corn Craze Whitetail
Attractant that Matley brought with him
to the hunt. is also new, a thick liquid that
can be poured on food sources, stumps or
directly on the ground. The intense odors
and ingredients are designed to attract
deer from long distances.
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because consumers have such varied
preferences. An example is bow sights,
stabilizers and arrow rests, where
multiple Lost Camo licensees exist. In
other cases, he's tailored marketing
agreements that give exclusivity with-
in a category. The agreement with
Heartland Wildlife Institute is one of
the latter.

"Mathews doesn't have another
seed, food plot or attractant brand,"
Jeff Neal said in speaking for
Heartland Wildlife Institute. "They did
an extensive product review, a lot of
research into the quality of our prod-
uct and the background of the com-
pany." Heartland is a division of
Kalmbach Feeds, a major producer of
animal feeds including premium
feeds for horses. Several years ago the
company began supplying whitetail
breeding operations with custom feed
blends. Typically those breeders are
buying bulk loads of feed, not individ-
ual bags. But once Kalmbach had
done the formulating and had the
sophisticated blending equipment
available, it wasn't too large a leap to

introduce the Heartland brand so out-
door retailers could stock bagged deer
feeds and attractants. Heartland also
introduced its own food plot blends,
many of them tested on the large farm
where we were hunting and where
Neal has established dozens of food
plots on reclaimed strip mining land.

Dave Watson, host of the popular
Mathews TV program, suggested the
name Bowhunters Blend for one new
Rack Taker seed mix. The small-seed-
ed brassicas are packaged in their own
bag within the outer bag and should
be broadcast first before the much
larger legume mix is planted. Read the
label and you'll see the legumes are
even parts Forage Soybeans and
Austrian Winter Peas. Rape Seed is the
top component in the brassica packet,
followed by Purple Top Turnips, Pasja
Brassica and Winfred Rape Seed. Inert
matter is just a fraction of 1 percent on
this government mandated, guaran-
teed analysis of the contents. That's
because Heartland doesn't coat its
seed with clay. "We strategically select

seeds for quality and performance,"
Neal explained. "Those who coat with
clay may claim benefits from it, but
we know our products produce sub-
stantially higher populations, because
it's all seed."

Expanded Support
Jennings said that MCP

Productions, which Matt and Sherry
McPherson formed to receive the
licensing revenues and funnel the
profits to support missions and chari-
ties world-wide, has been running full
page ads in seven consumer maga-
zines to promote the Lost Camo pat-
tern. Now print and broadcast ads
have been developed with the theme
"Get the Best from The Best" to
encourage bowhunters to prepare for
the woods by visiting their local
Mathews retailer. 

MCP Productions also puts
together a circular and uses the direct
mail piece to promote the licensed
products and drive customers to their
local retailer to buy them. The names
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I couldn’t tell in the fading light if this graying buck was feeding on food plot plants or
this Rack Taker attractant that had been sprinkled in the food plot, but either way it
proved to be the “End of the Trail” for him. Darton bows and crossbows were used by
most of the hunt participants. I had my Darton Lightening crossbow equipped with a
new Bolt range compensating crossbow scope Nikon has developed, one that allows you
to zero the crosshairs. Easton Full Metal Jacket bolts were equipped with Lumenoks and
tipped with 100 grain Grim Reaper broadheads screwed to heavy brass inserts. The
lighted nocks were easy to follow in the scope during backyard practice at ranges up to
70 yards, though this 8 point was less than half that. I would recommend retailers urge
crossbow buyers to use lighted nocks,to help see where their arrow went through the
game animal and to aid in retrieving the arrow and noting the blood sign.
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for the mailing come from Mathews
warranty cards, Jennings explained,
and were matched to the local pro
shop.  "We got with all the licensees
and retailers, everyone chipped in
some money, and we printed a 36
page circular. We custom printed the
store name and address on it, and sent
out 180,000 of these. Now it's like the
bowhunter is saying 'Wow, the local
pro shop is sending me a flyer just like
Bass Pro, just like Cabela's, just like
Gander Mountain.' We've done that
for two years now."

"Now we're going to kick it up a
notch," Jennings said. Manufacturers
are being encouraged to include
rebates and coupons in the next circu-
lar, so it will be an even more powerful

sales tool for the local Mathews
Authorized Retailer. In addition to the
direct mail circular, Jennings is over-
seeing the prepa-
ration of a 76
page catalog of
licensed products
that will go into
bow boxes.
Between the pre-
mium and mid-
priced brands
built at the same
manufacturing
plant, about
140,000 catalogs
will be sent to
new Mathews
and Mission bow

buyers in 2012, and retailers will be
offered a supply of the catalogs for
their own counters.

Jennings said he's seen encourag-
ing trends among the independent
retailers that Mathews supports with
the Mathews and Mission brands and
the entire family of licensed products.
"The box store expansion has slowed
down, and there's been a lot of back-
ing off among some chains.  I see
more Mathews Authorized Retailers
modernizing their stores, improving
their merchandising displays, remod-
eling."

Box stores have their place in
helping to introduce new customers
to archery, Jennings said, but the goal
of the licensing program is to insure
there are always full service retailers
who can fit equipment to you and
help you learn to shoot better as you
advance beyond the beginner stage.

Editor’s Note: Manufacturers
interested in licensing opportunities
can reach Jennings at his Georgia
office, at (706) 628-4654.

Our hunting camp included a mix of manufacturers and media representatives. From
left you have Grim Reaper’s Jay Liechty, Jim Miller of the Tex-Mex Outdoors TV program
Mathews sponsors, Outdoor Writer Joe Byers and behind him C.J. Davis representing
Nikon. Jim Jordan of Atsko is next, then Tim Dehn, Bob Hoague of bowhunting.net, Bruce
Ryan, Outdoor Writer Bob Humphrey, Mike Matley of Pradco and host Jeff Neal of
Heartland Wildlife Institute, whose property we were hunting on.

Polaris Ranger
UTVs get hard use
on the Fox Hollow
farms, which is
dotted with deep
ravines. The clear
favorite was a
near-silent electric
model. Here Jim
Miller (right) and
his cameraman
head out for an
afternoon of hunt-
ing and filming.
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